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Abstract. This paper describes an architecture oriented approach of a categorization of information in so called computer integrated buildings (CIB). It follows an approach which seeks for the suitability of information categorization in order to achieve an energetically sustainable operation of CIBs. The CIB and its environment may exist as physical objects or as a simulation. The underlying question of this paper is: how can data of high temporal and spatial density be made accessible within a CIB with the goal of quickly delivering the most suitable answers for a specific application. The subtitle „Google™ in the House“ was chosen due to the achievable relation of a model with simple user interfaces, extendable pre-valuable data basis and high quality answers is being developed. The model’s foundation is the potential of any built context that it is very easy to position data in physical space by adding its position by Cartesian coordinates. This architectural way of pre-sorting data is defined as logical arranging. Further on, known mechanisms of information retrieving and mapping are added to the model. A preliminarily summary concludes that energetically sustainable operations are backed through means of computational categorization models.

1. Thematical focus and delimitation

From an architectural point of view a building can be regarded as a container of numerous hybrid topics such as functions, activities, contents and objects. Examples are e.g. protection from climatical extremes, warranty of material safety, exercising activities like sleeping, working, eating, managing, loving, talking, etc. Walls, windows, sun orientation, geoposition, etc. are suitable when used with their attributes respectively physics and content are used in order to describe the built context.

The work is not yet finished, which is the reason why fundamental questions on the paper can not be answered. One of those fundamental questions is: Is the emphasis focused on prognosis, assessment, categorization, classification, combination, arranging or on the quality of search results.
The definition of the term “information” as “data in context” provokes the obvious connection between digital data and architectural context in so-called computer integrated buildings. At the same time the contents of the definition for the “semantic web” appears to be helpful on the search of information: “Knowledge management is concerned with acquiring, maintaining, and accessing the knowledge of an organization.” (Berners-Lee, 2003).

In a document concerning the way Google™ search engines work you can find the statement ‘design to act "like a human being would”’ (googlerank.com : November 2006). This statement is a basis of the model.

2. Aim

The goal of the theoretical work is to develop a general model for digital information management within the context of CIB. The prime application of such information categorization is an energetically sustainable operation of CIBs (Schoch, 2006a). This perimeter is applied in order to prevent from being lost in the broadness and complexity of information in physical reality.

Two approaches justify the focus on energetically sustainable building usage beyond the social necessity of taking care of resources and a general aim of optimization. 1) Only since recent years technology does allow intensive spatial acquisition of data. It allows new applications for building usage. 2) The processing of these large amounts of heterogenic data is predestined for the resource optimized usage of buildings. In this context resources are people, energy flows, spaces, infrastructures, etc.

3. Method

Aspects of built space, of well known internet search engines and of principles of information categorization are being examined by their qualification for information retrieval in CIB. Tools of knowledge management are being integrated into the scheme as they are auxiliaries of systematic solution finding. A model for information retrieval will be developed that enables the accessibility of hybrid information. The subject’s validity and target value will be proof-checked using two realized computer integrated buildings that were set up by the author.

4. Analysis

4.1 BUILT SPACE

With its ability of geometrical positioning and physical values, built space offers high and precise density of hybrid information. Hybrid information arises in particular when including changes of time, users and positions. The quality of content of such information is very high as a result of its diversity (Wang, 1997). Since the advent of digitally networked sensors, data about various issues can be recorded and/or processed instantly or with very slight
time lag. In addition, built space can often be categorized into typologies. Achten (1997) states that “The building type is a knowledge structure that is recognised as an important element in the architectural design process.”

Those links between building and knowledge management is taken as the foundation of the pure model developed. Although focussing on generic graphical representation, Achten continues to describe the potentials of an informed building model: “Therefore it is necessary to identify the elements of the graphic representation that play a role in decision making.” (Achten, 1997). He uses an approached based on ‘graphic units’. In data models such as semantic stacks, this modular thinking is resumed.

4.2 SEARCH ENGINES

The information offered by the vastness of the internet represents an enormous amount of knowledge which – for humans - seems to be only a mouse click away (Gates, 1990). Search engines offer retrieval functions that apparently or truly deliver the desired information as target link.

Fundamental schemes have already been formulated in patents since the 1980’s such as the statement that an „Interactive data retrieval apparatus“ can exist (Beaven, 1981). Another work stats that error tolerance and thematical proximity are possible as the system must „understand near matches and misspellings“ (Beaven, 1981 ). Weissmann et. al. stated in their patent in 1999 “A semantic space is created by a lexicon of concepts and relations between concepts.” As well as “Search results on the input query are presented where the target data elements that are closest in meaning, based on their determined semantic distance, are ranked higher.” Those issues are topics of information retrieval within CIBs.

In order to improve information retrieval advanced technologies such as digital learning systems (see Wical, 1996), and sorting algorithms that permanently merge the relevant data for a dedicated request. Systems seem to be generated by the support of application that follow schemes comparable with the patents mentioned above. The system seems to gain quick access to categorized information packages in advance (see Lindstrom et. al., 1983).

Interestingly enough contemporary works on „real space management“ associate the functionality of self-generated systems with the tasks of data management. In his article on parking space retrieval, Andres Sevtsuk mentions the agent based information retrieval (Sevtsuk, 2006). In most cases his conclusions allow faster search results and better usage rates as long as a system is utilized that is based on social behaviour patterns.

4.3 CONTEXTUAL INDEXING, ASSESSMENT AND THE SEMANTIC WEB

Analysing the descriptive assignment of information in digitally networked physical buildings concerning the logic and/or the context is, beside others, a discussion of informational content. Compare the computer integrated building to a permanently active human servant. A search request to the building as something like “are my users feeling climatically well?” The servant knows that the definition of “climatic well being of people” shows hybrid parameters.
Papamichael (2003) describes in the chapter ‘What Computers Cannot Do’ that the computationally impossible task “is related to the evaluation of qualitative performance parameters, which cannot be delegated and is certainly not computable.” This results in the difficulty in avoiding algorithmic situation where qualitative performance parameters might occur.

The assessment of single information bits, information groups or results is central for determining the importance respectively non-importance of the theme considered. The assumption is quite obvious that a principle importance of one single information bit may be identified by the amount of services that use those single informations, similar to the PageRank™-system of Google™ (Brin et. al., 1998). Immediate and known critique is the issue of quality rather than quantity of search results in the Internet. In the case of a CIB particularly anomalies are of interest and importance as they might cause serious threat, damage or costs. An artificial importance needs to be created if necessary in order to stay in the ranking system.

The resource description framework (RDF) of the semantic web (http://www.w3.org/2001/sw/ : December 2006) is the technological foundation of the semantic web. According to Berners-Lee „the Semantic Web is an extension of the current web in which information is given well-defined meaning, better enabling computers and people to work in cooperation “(Berners-Lee et. al., 2001). This basis does allow the fixture of hybrid information in a digitally linked building. Information can be grouped by logical themes in combination with an universal description of dependencies within single topics (see Achten, 1997). This leads towards high quality as well as fast and consistent information retrieval.

4.4 3D/4D GIS – GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SYSTEMS POTENTIALS

In relation to GIS handling, Agnolotti states: “Although our life takes place in three dimensions, commercial Geographic Information Systems (GIS) were mostly limited to handling data of two dimensions” (http://www.geoit.ethz.ch/research/mdgis_en.html, December 2006). “GIS, by means of its capability of handling topology, provides each building with the necessary information about the built and natural environment surrounding it and the consequent influence on its thermal performances.” (http://www.geoit.ethz.ch/research/simgis_en.htm, December 2006) The general logics of GIS are expected to work in small scale indoor applications as well, which leads to an approach based on 3D/4D GIS. Further on Agnolotti’s states that “The concept for a coupling of GIS and simulation programs bears good potential for optimizing both energy efficiency and user comfort in buildings.” (Agnolotti et. al., 2005).

4.5 MAPPING

If several instances with the hierarchical and branched structure of semantic stack (http://www.w3.org/2003/Talks/05-gartner-tbl/slide29-0.html, November 2006) are layered with overlapping attributes, a topology develops that can be compared with Rhizom (Deleuze G. et al., 1980). Unifying element in CIB is the ‘location’ (see figure 1). The “knowledge map” is introduced. This kind of cartography enables search engines for
building relevant data to find important information in a target oriented way with fixed schemes. Caldwell defines three classes of knowledge map: “The ‘procedural knowledge map’, the ‘conceptual knowledge map’ and the ‘competency knowledge map’ (Caldwell, http://www.destinationkm.com/articles/default.asp?ArticleID=1041 :2005). In this manner it seems possible to develop schemes that enable the rapid and context specific information retrieval within a CIB.

Cartography in the classical sense describes a pictorial interpretation and abstraction of the reality for a specific aim. Interestingly the rules of abstraction are designed by human specialists. This process of design is being applied semi-automatically at present in order to achieve high quality and verity. For application within CIB, both rules of abstraction and processes should be worked out by humans in order to achieve high quality.

Figure 1: Map of Hybrid descriptors of objects in CIB and their unifying attributes like ‘location’, ‘type’, etc.

5. Model

Chapter 4 deals with research of processes, systems, technologies and requirements. It points out that there are obviously a number of solutions available, which should allow high quality information retrieval within CIB.

The aspects are summarized:

1. Due to their diversity the content of hybrid information is of high quality.
2. Agent based information retrieval is promising.
3. Eventually an artificial importance needs to be created in order to stay in the system of ranking.
4. The semantic web allows high quality, thus rapid and consistent information finding.
5. No complex communication at building automation level is needed.
6. The impact of time, culture, objects, individuals, etc. must be integrated.
7. Rules of abstraction designed by humans create quality.
8. Processes of mapping lead by humans create accuracy.

These aspects formulate the basic structure of the model for information categorization in CIB’s. The linking element is the four-dimensionality of a built environment, which is applied to the semantic data space. This application of four-dimensionality seems possible with most data. An automatic pre-sorting emerges within the classical architectural context that allows the placement of a measured value in the local context – and at the same time pre-filtering the information flood. As preliminarily results the amount of data is reduced and exceptions are identified.

A process chart in the style of a Google™-search request will probably look like this: several linked instances deal with tasks of acquisition, subscription and linkage. “Google™bot, a web crawler that finds and fetches web pages. An indexer that sorts every word on every page and stores the resulting index of words in a huge database. The categorization of spacial position and theme. The processing of a semantic map with the help of semantic descriptions. The query processor, which compares your search query to the index and recommends the documents that it considers most relevant.” (http://www.Googleguide.com/Google_works.html, November 2006).

6. Proof-Checks

For this paper the question of a systematical approach for assessing building relevant data and information may be answered as follows: The aim of information categorization is increased user comfort and an economical building operation. It is assumed that sustainable building operation is of economical benefit, be it short-, medium- or long-term (Schoch, 2006a). An account of success concerning comfort is difficult to achieve. Therefore the aspects of economic building operation are discussed. The basis of the assessment is cost amortisation, cost-benefit and broadness of service (social sustainability). The verification took place on selected installations and themes and practical with a test installation for fine grained data acquisition and modification of the room temperature in built environment. Two examples are described in detail:

1. A conceptional proof check (simulation): The installation of a digitally networked building at ETH Zurich proved: optimized usage of space resources and reduced thermal energy flow can be achieved by hybrid information retrieval. The real buildings offers lecture halls, displays, students, staff and databases with information on activities and enrolments. By linking room specific information (room status like ‘room at present/soon occupied’, room functions like ‘which use does this room offer?’), room
capacity like ‘space for how many persons?’) and event specific information (time of event, number of participants, necessary functions) short term room assignment in digital building operation can be optimized. This assignment can be performed up to a few minutes before the event is due to begin. Simulations have shown that 10% of current spaces are needless, when hybrid information management is applied. Precisely one out of 10 lecture halls is redundant and therefore was never needed to be built. In addition, the room’s air conditioning can be pre-adjusted according to the expected use. The aim of this climatic room optimization is to prevent energy intensive peaks and to create a situation of improved comfort. By categorizing and logically networking information an automatic control is made possible that is more efficient than controlled by humans. The semantic description of information delivers clear areas of combination for a correct process of analysis.

2. A real world installation with on site data handling. With the help of 35 wireless sensors a fine-grained temperature range in the entrance lobby of a university building at ETH Zurich was monitored over the period of one week (Schoch, 2006b). Sensor ID, time of measuring, temperature and brightness were recorded. In combination with the buildings event calendar the possible movement and distribution of people was estimated. The resulting scheme permits the successful estimation of local changes of room climate in the near future by simulations. The differentiation takes place by overlapping information at the relevant positions. The semantic description quickly leads to logical overlapping of points or areas. Points are to be understood in means of space and topic. Additional influences like thermal behaviour can be integrated into the scheme and serve as one further optimization. This practical test shows both optimization of resources and significant enhancement of comfort by knowledge mapping. Nevertheless, a permanent implementation of the system would acquire larger tolerance concerning reaction time and definition of comfort.

7. Outlook

Future steps will include the setup of a software-based framework within computer integrated spaces. The framework will integrate modular elements that allow the modification of single issues of information categorisation. In addition, a benchmarking system is to be applied in order to give qualified feedback on the performance of the system. The performance is evaluated primarily within the system and with real world data.
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